In this study, an ARX model with nonparametric multi time scale regression model was proposed for short term gust forecasting and applied to a ski resort in Japan. Proposed ARX model can be used for short term forecasting of mean and fluctuating wind speed. Proposed nonparametric multi time scale regression model can appropriately estimate the peak factor and shows better agreement with the measurement compared to conventional empirical peak factor.
Introduction
Aerial lifts in the ski resorts are not able to operate when wind speed exceeds 15m/s, which requires highly accurate gust forecasting for short term, e.g. 6 hours to 1 day. In the field of wind power, short-term forecasting of wind power is required for the operation of electricity grid, and several studies were carried out. Nielsen (2002) proposed to use an ARX model, in which based on the real time power measurement data and numerical weather prediction data, short term wind power forecasting up to 24 hours were carried out statistically. In this method, the unknown parameters and functions in the ARX model was estimated from past measurement and numerical weather prediction data by using nonparametric regression method. Although this model is now used operationally, it cannot be directly applied to gust forecasting in wind engineering because its forecast target is not gust wind speed but wind power, and model parameters in nonparametric regression methods are not optimized for gust forecasting. In addition, in case of gust wind forecasting, different time scale is needed for the estimation of peak factor and other parameters.
In this study, an ARX model for gust forecasting was proposed and parameters and functions in ARX model were estimated by using multi time scale model to account for the different time scale. The model parameters were also optimized and the applicability of proposed model was investigated.
ARX Model for gust forecasting
In this study, gust wind speed was estimated as the sum of mean wind speed and fluctuating wind speed multiplied by peak factor. The mean wind speed and the fluctuating wind speed are forecasted based on ARX model respectively. The flow of the proposed model is shown in figure 1. 
The functions u f , u a and u b are estimated from past measurement and numerical prediction data as smooth function by using nonparametric regression with exponential forgetting factor (Nielsen (2002) ). Forgetting factor is a parameter which shows how much old data is used to estimate the functions and in this case, a forgetting factor the equivalent time scale of which is about three months are used, i.e., approximately past three months of measurement and numerical weather prediction data are used to estimate the functions.
Similar model was proposed for the estimation of fluctuating wind speed, i.e., the standard deviation of wind speed in 10 minutes. 
where, peak factor p is also estimated from past measurement data by using nonparametric regression but with different forgetting factor. This is because while the functions f , a and b account for the effects of terrain or weather pattern which do not change over several months, the peak factor accounts for the turbulence characteristics of atmosphere and can change more quickly. In this study, the forgetting factor used for the estimation of peak factor has an equivalent time scale of six hours.
Applicability of proposed model in a ski resort in Japan
In this section, the applicability of proposed model in a ski resort in Japan was investigated for the season of 2011-2012 winter. The mean and fluctuating wind speed at the site is measured and used for the forecasting. As a numerical weather prediction data, the surface wind speed with horizontal resolution of 10km forecasted by Japan Meteorological Agency was used. Figure 2 shows an example of function ) , ( Based on this function, the mean wind speed is forecasted at this site. Figure 3 shows an example of forecasted mean and fluctuating wind speed for this site. Again, the blue dots are the measured wind speed and the red line shows the forecasted wind speed in six hours in advance. Then the peak factor is also estimated in similar way. Figure 4 shows the measured and estimated peak factor for this site. For reference, an empirical peak factor proposed by Ishizaki (1983) , in which the peak factor between 3 second wind speed and 10 minutes wind speed can be estimated as 
is also shown. Clearly, the empirical peak factor by Ishizaki underestimated the peak factor for this site, which results in the underestimation of gust wind speed in this site. Estimated shizaki (1983) Figure 4. Measured and estimated peak factor Lastly, the gust wind speed was estimated for this site from mean and fluctuating wind speed and peak factor. Figure 5 shows the measured and forecasted gust wind speed for one strong wind event in this site. For reference, estimated wind speed by using empirical peak factor is also shown. The proposed model forecasted larger value for gust wind speed and caught the measured peak gust wind speed while the use of conventional peak factor underestimates the peak gust wind speed, indicating the applicability of proposed method to strong wind gust forecasting in a ski resort. Quantitative evaluation of the results will be given in the full paper. 
Measurement

Conclusions
In this study, an ARX model with nonparametric multi time scale regression was proposed for short term gust forecasting and applied to a ski resort in Japan. Following results were obtained. 1) Proposed ARX model can be used for short term forecasting of mean and fluctuating wind speed.
2) Proposed nonparametric multi time scale regression model can appropriately estimate the peak factor and shows better agreement with the measurement compared to conventional empirical peak factor.
